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ABSTRACT.

Children are very vulnerable and tender therefore they required to be brought in an environment which is protected, healthy, morally right, and safe for their growth. This is important for their emotional, mental social, environmental and spiritual health. However, it is impossible to achieve it in the society at we are in. There are a lot of issues that hinder this example of this is child labour. That is why my project is on child labor, its elimination and legislative enforcement. The project is able to show how eradicate child labour and by this the society will and different states will benefit from this since there is assurance of raising a better and empowered generation which will benefit us all and what should be added or gotten rid so as to end child labour. The project discusses the history of child labour which happens in every society. It is able to give details of the reasons for it, types, and the effect and the impact in the society as a whole an example is that it creates obstacles which makes a state not attain it millennium goal of universal primary education this is because the child does not have adequate time or fees to go to school and then work. This project is also able to show how it used to be as what used to happen in the past and what is happening now this is regard to the legislations which have come up to curb this activity. It also shows what used to happen and what is happening in different states regarding child labour. I was able solve the problem and get knowledge about the matter from getting information from examining events such as children courts literature review. From this I was able to come up with to come up ways of curbing this activity.